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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official number</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.76.M.32.1935.II.A</td>
<td>Allocation of League expenses and arrears. - Report of the Committee on Allocation of expenses and of the Special Committee on arrears of contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.80.M.3u.1935.V and Annex ###</td>
<td>Minority schools in Albania. - Note by the Secretary-General and request for advisory opinion of the Permanent Court of International Justice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

@ English text only, French text distributed previously.
@@ C.P.J.I., Series C, No. 72
### C.P.J.I., Distr. 3268.1935.

Supply of arms and war material to Bolivia and Paraguay.

Communication from Sweden.

Communication from the United Kingdom Government.

Communication from France.

Communication from Italy.

Communication from the Netherlands.

Communication from U.S.S.R.

Communication from Poland.

Communication from Belgium.

Communication from Czechoslovakia.

Communication from India.

Communication from Spain.

Composition of the Chamber for summary procedure of the Permanent Court of International Justice. Note by the Secretary-General.

Composition of the Chamber for labour cases, of the Permanent Court of International Justice. Note by the Secretary-General.

Relations between Colombia and Peru. Notes from the Peruvian Government (February 7th and 18th, 1935.)

Erratum to English text only.
G.101.M.46.1935.V & Annexes @
Legal provisions relating to nationality.
Note by the Secretary-General and publications submitted by the Polish Government containing a law of January 20, 1920 relating to Polish nationality and a decree of December 3, 1932 modifying the said law.

C.102.M.47.1935.VII
Relations between Colombia and Peru. - Communication from the Colombian Government (February 22nd, 1935).

C.104.M.49.1935.
Withdrawal of Paraguay from the League. - Telegram from the Paraguayan Government (February 23, 1935) and Secretary-General's reply (February 25, 1935).

C.106.M.50.1935.VII

Relations between Colombia and Peru. - Telegram from the Peruvian Government (February 25, 1935).

C.108.M.52.1935.VII
Dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay. - Communication from the Bolivian Government (February 21, 1935).

A.12.1934.@@
Nansen Office for Refugees. - Annual report by the Governing Body for the year ending June 30, 1934.

A.37.1934.@@
Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees. - Report by the 6th Committee.

C.L.18.1935.IV @@@
Development of the informative role of the Secretariat. - Letter from the Secretary-General.

@ French text only, one copy only distributed to each Member of the League.
@@ One copy only redistributed to each Member of the League.
@@@ Distributed to all Members except Poland and to U.S.A.
C.L.19.1935.XI and Annex C
Annual reports on the traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs.- Note by the Secretary-General and form.

C.L.19(a).1935 and Annex C
Note by the Secretary-General and form.

C.L.20.1935.XII
Amendment to the Financial regulations of the International Institute for the unification of private law.- Note by the Secretary-General.

Election of a successor to M. Adatci, Judge of the Permanent Court of International Justice.- Note by the Secretary-General, letter to Members of National Groups and memorandum prepared by the Secretariat for use of Members of National Groups.

C.L.21(a).1935.V and Annexes C
Note by the Secretary-General and memorandum prepared by the Secretariat for use of Members of National Groups.

C.L.22.1935.II.A
Minimum list of commodities for international trade statistics.- Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.23.1935.XI
Reservation to which the Japanese Government desires to subject its ratification of the Convention for limiting the manufacture and regulating the distribution of narcotic drugs (July 1931).- Observations of Italy.

C.L.24.1935.XI
Reservation to which the Japanese Government desires to subject its ratification of the Convention for limiting the manufacture and regulating the distribution of narcotic drugs (July 1931).- Observations of Austria.

© Distributed to Members and Non Members parties to 1931 convention with O.C.1600.
@@ Distributed to Members and Non Members non parties to 1931 convention with O.C.1600.
@@@@@@@ Distributed to those Members which have not replied to C.L.28.1934.
C.L.25.1935.XI
Explanatory statement of supplementary estimates of requirements of drugs to be supplied to the Supervisory Body.—Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.26.1935.XI
Specialised police for campaign against clandestine manufacture and illicit traffic in narcotic drugs.—Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.27.1935.XI ©
C.L.27(a).1935.XI ©©
C.L.27(b).1935.XI ©©©
C.L.27(c).1935.XI ©©©©
Statistics concerning imports of caffeine.—Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.28.1935.II,A ©©©©
Adaptation of national statistics to provisions of the International Convention relating to Economic Statistics (December 1928).—Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.29.1935.XII ©©©©©
C.L.29(a).1935.XII ©©©©©©
C.L.29(b).1935.XII ©©©©©©©
Accession to instruments adopted 1925 at The Hague for the protection of industrial property.—Note by the Secretary-General.

C.L.30.1935.V
Convention on certain questions relating to nationality laws conflicts and Protocols relating to a certain case of statelessness and to statelessness (April 1930).—Ratification by China.

© Distributed to Members of the League except United Kingdom, China and Portugal and to certain Non Members.
©© English text only, distributed to United Kingdom.
©©© French text only, distributed to China.
©©©© Distributed to those Members which have not replied to C.L.70.1934.
©©©©© Distributed to those Members which have signed but not ratified the General Convention.
©©©©©© Distributed to those Members which have signed but not ratified the general convention and the agreement relating to false indications of origin.
©©©©©©© Distributed to those Members which have signed but not ratified the general convention and the agreement relating to registration of trade marks.
C.L.31.1935.II.A and Annex

Privileges to be granted to the Bank for International Settlements.- Note by the Secretary General and legislative decree concerning privileges conferred on the bank in Bulgaria.

C.L.32.1935.XII

Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees.- Letter from the Secretary-General.

C.L.33.1935.XI

Reservation to which the Japanese Government desires to subject its ratification of the convention for limiting the manufacture and regulating the distribution of narcotic drugs. (July 1931).- Observations of Afghanistan.

DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY THE PERMANENT

OPIUM CENTRAL BOARD

L.S.L.9. and Annex

Quarterly statistics of imports and exports of opium and other dangerous drugs.— Note by the Board and statistical form A(GL).

SPECIAL DOCUMENTS

C/84th Session/P.V.8(1)
C/84th Session/P.V.9(1).

Official Journal, 15th Year, No.12 (Part II) (December 1934).

Official Journal, 16th Year, No.1 (January 1935).

Official Journal, Special Supplement No.126 (Minutes of 1st Committee).
Official Journal, Special Supplement No.127 (Minutes of 2nd Committee).

© Distributed to those Members and Non Members represented at Monetary and Economic Conference which are not parties to Hague Agreement.

©© Distributed to those Members signatory of the Hague Agreement

©©© Annexing one copy of A.12.1934 and A.37.1934.
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Official Journal, Special Supplement No.130
(Minutes of 6th Committee.)

Official Journal, Special Supplement No.132
(Records of the Special Session of the Assembly.)


Registration of treaties, List No.160 (January 1935).